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ABSTRACT 

Several classes of distribution functions are originated by considering distribu

tions whose tailfunctions satisfy special asymptotic relations. A large class shar

ing this property is provided by the subexponential class S, in which case the 

asymptotic relation involves tails of convolution powers. In this paper we intro

duce a statistic which estimates the asymptotic behaviour of convolution tails of 

a given distribution function and we show that this statistic is asymptotically nor

mal under appropriate conditions. An important tool and result of independent 

interest is an asymptotic representation in probability for intell1lediate order 

statistics. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Throughout we will use distribution functions F with F (0-) = 0 and F (x) < 1 for all x e R. 

We denote the n-fold convolution of F with itself by F*n and use the notation F = 1 - F for the 

tail of F. F*" = 1 - F*n. etc. 

SubexponentiaI distribution functions were introduced independently by Chistyakov (1964) 

and Chover et aI (1973a, 1973b) in the context of branching processes. The subexponentiaI class 

S is the set of distribution functions F for which 

(1.1) lim Jii2(x) = 2 
X __ F(x) 

or equivalently (see Chistyakov (1964» for all integers m ~ 2, 

(1.2) 
F*m(x) 

lim =m . 
x __ F(x) 

For a probabilistic interpretation of (1.2), let Xl, ...• Xm be independent random variables with 

distribution function F. Then (l.2) says that P (X 1 + ... + Xm > x) - P (max(X 1, ' , , ,Xm ) > x), 

x ~ 00, This means that the subexponential class S is characterized by the property that the sum 

and the maximum of a sample are tail equivalent for any sample size. 

Chover et al, (1973a) also introduced the class SD of subexponential densities, i.e. probabil

ity densities f > 0 such that 

(1.3) 

and 

(1.4) 

lim f (x-y) = 1, for every y e R , 
x-+oo f(x) 

lim l4.(x) = 2 . %-- f(x) 

x 

Here x denotes density convolution, defined by if x g )(x) = J f (x - y) g (y) dy. It is clear from 
o 

de I'HOpital's theorem that if a distribution function Fhasf= F' e SD, thenF e S. 

'The classes S and SD have been studied extensively by a number of authors; we refer to 

Teugels (1975). Pitman (1980), Embrechts and Goldie (1980. 1982), Cline (1987), Omey and 

Willekens (1986, 1987), Willekens (1988). The property that subexponentiaI distribution func

tions characterize a certain tail behaviour of compound distributions, has given interesting appli

cations in various domains of stochastic processes, see e.g. Embrechts et aI. (1979), Grubel 

(1984). Willekens (1986) and references therein. 

Because of the convolution power in the defining property of S. it is often very hard to 

check whether a given distribution function F satisfies (1.1) or (1.2). Sufficient conditions for 



membership of S only in terms of the tail of F are known. cf. Goldie (1978), Cline (1987), but 

require an analytical expression for F. It is well known that the class S contains every distribution 

function with regularly varying tail. i.e. F(x) - x-CL(x). where ex> 0 and L is slowly varying. 

meaning that for every t > 0: lim L (tx)/ L (x) = 1. 

If a distribution function F is only known through a finite number of observations. it is 

impossible with the present theory to decide whether this distribution function is subexponential 

or not Such situations may arise in some applied stochastic models such as queueing and risk 

theory. see Hogg and Klugman (1984). 

In this paper we develop a statistical approach to subexponentiality. In Section 2 we there

fore define a statistic, based on a sample Xl • ...• XII' which gives valuable information to decide 

whether the underlying distribution function is subexponential or not. This statistic contains in its 

definition a so called intermediate order statistic of the sample for which we derive an asymptotic 

representation in probability in Section 3. This result, which is of independent interest is an 

important tool in Section 4, where we establish asymptotic normality for our basic estimator. 

Finally, Section 5 contains some related funher questions and extensions. 

2. DEFlNITION OF THE STATISTIC 

Let XI • ...• X/'I be a sequence of independent random variables with common distribution 

function F and denote by X (1) S ... S X (11) the order statistics of this sample. The following 

statistic which is the sample version of the ratio (1.2) seems to be a plausible choice to describe 

subexponentiality: for m S n, 

Here F 11 denotes the empirical distribution function based on Xl, •.•• XII and the indicator func

tion of the event {X (11) > x} ensures that BII(x) is well defined. 

Since F:m(x) and FII(x) are V-statistics (see Serfting (1980» and since 1(X(II) > x) ~ 1 

almost surely for fixed x. we get that lim BII(x) = F*m(x)iF(x) almost surely. for fixed x. In 
II-+"'" 

order that BII(x) can give a meaningful description of subexponential behaviour of F, we have to 

let x tend to infinity, which gives that F E S if and only if lim lim BII(x) = m. This relation 
%-+""',.--

shows that B,. contains information about S. but, is in a sense useless because of the two limits. 

One way to solve this problem is to substitute for x a deterministic sequence {XII} and letting n 

tend to infinity. In this case however the resulting statistic depends on a parameter which has to 

be chosen artificially and it turns out that this parameter rather heavily depends on the distribu

tion function F, which is generally unknown (see Willekens (1986». 
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We therefore propose to replace the deterministic sequence by a random sequence by taking 

for each n one of the observations which almost surely tends to infinity as n ~ 00. If we choose 

for each n the intermediate order statistic X (II-k,,) , with {kll } a sequence of integers (1 S kll < n) 

such that kn ~ 00 and kn = 0 (n), n ~ 00, then Hn(X (II-k,,» reduces to 

We now slightly modify Hn(X(n-k,,» by removing the sum over all m-tuples which contain at 

least two equal integers. This will not affect the asymptotic behaviour because their contribution 

to the whole sum if of smaller magnitude than the sum of the remaining terms. 

Finally, changing the normalizing factor a little, we end up with the statistic which will be 

discussed in this paper: 

(2.1) Tn = : [:] -1 L I(Xi
l 

+ '" +Xi,. > X (II-k,,» 
n c_ 

where. for each fixed x. V n (x) is a V -statistic defined by 

(2.2) U.(x) = [:r l:,1(X" + ... +Xi• >x) . 

The well known asymptotic theory for V-statistics (see SerDing (1980» is not applicable to 

Un (X (n-k,,» because of the presence of X(n-k,,) in the kernel. In fact. Vn(X (n-k,,» is aU-statistic 

with an estimated parameter as studied by Randles (1982). However, his general result on 

asymptotic normality does not hold here because it would require X (n-k,,) tending to some con

stant. In our case X (n-k,,) is, under appropriate conditons, a consistent estimator for Xn, where x" is 

the intermediate population quantile defined by the equation 

- kn 
F(x,,) = - . 

n 

Since k" = 0 (n). we have that x" ~ 00 as n -+ 00, In Section 4 we adapt and modify Randles' 

method to make it work: in our case. The basic tool in establishing this is an asymptotic represen

tation in probability for intermediate order statistics. This result. which is of independent interest, 

is stated and proved in the next section. 
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3. IN PROBABILITY REPRESENTATION FOR INTERMEDlA TE ORDER ST A TIS· 
TICS 

The theorem in this section represents the intermediate order statistic X(n-k,,) (with kll ~ 00 

and kll = o(n), n ~ 00) as a sum of independent random variables plus a remainder term. The 

almost sure behaviour of the remainder term has been studied by Watts (1980) under much 

stronger regularity conditions on F. For our purpose however, the in probability approximation 

suffices and therefore it is important to obtain this under the weakest possible conditions on the 

underlying distribution function. 

THEOREM} 

Let F be a distribution function such that on some interval (c, +co), F'(x) = / (x) exists and 

f (x) > O. Let {kll } be a sequence of integers (1 s: kll < n) with kn ~ 00 and kn = o(n) as n ~ 00. 

- kn 
Let F(xn) = -. Then, for n sufficiently large. we have 

n 

where 

n 
L I(Xj > xn)-kn 

. ~~) ~ 
Proof. Putting Vn = . r.- (X (n-k,,) - X/I) and Wn = -----==--- the proof reduces to 

~kn ~ 
p 

showing that Vn - Wn ~ O. For this we will check the conditions of Lemma 1 in Ghosh (1971). 

First we have that Wn = Op(I), since for each K > 0, P( 1 W II I > K) s: K-2. As to the second 

condition, first note that for all t, 

{Vn S t} = {X(II-k,,) S t: } = {F(xn) S Fn(t:)} = {Z,n S til} 

~ n n 
wheret: =,X,a+t ~( ) ,Z,n= .r.- (F(t:)-Fn(t:» and tn = _r.- (F(t:)-F(xn». 

~ ~~ ~~ 

Now using a one term Taylor expansion we obtain that 

til = .J;- [F(xn) + (t: -xn)/(xll ) + o(lt: -xnl/(xlI» -F(xn») = t +0(1) as n ~ 00. 

~kn 

Since til ~ t, we have for all t and all E > 0, P (VII S t, WII ~ t + E) = P (Z.n S tn' Wn > t + E) s: 
p 

P (I W II - Z,n I ~ £12), for n large. To prove that Wn - Z/n ~ 0, we show that E [(Wn - Z/n)2] ~ O. 
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2 
E [(Wn -Zln)2] = T [VarFn(t!) + Var Fn(xn) - 2Cov (Fn(t!), Fn(xn))) 

n 

= : [F(t:) -F(xn)][±l-F(t!) +F(xn)] 
n 

with the upper sign if t > 0 and the lower if t S O. Now, by one tenn Taylor expansion we see that 

..Jk; fk: 2 I 
F(t!)=F(xn)+ t -- + 0(--), n -+ 00, Hence, E[(Wn -Zln) ] = O( _ ~) -+ 0, n -+00. 

n n ~~ 

An immediate consequence of the representation in the foregoing theorem is the asymptotic 
nonnality for intennediate order statistics. 

COROlLARY J 

Under the conditions of Theorem I, 

Proof. From Theorem 1, the limiting distribution of ~) (X(n-k,.) -XII) coincides with that of 
kn 

II 

L Yin, where 
;=1 

2 I kn 3 I 
Since E (Yin) = 0, E (Y in) = -(1 - -), E [ I Yin I } S _ ~ , the stated result follows from 

n n n~kll 

Liapunov's central limit theorem for triangular arrays. 

4. ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY OF THE PROPOSED STATISTIC 

We now tum back to the statistic Til in (2.1). For proving its asymptotic nonnality we will 
have to assume that F is such that F' = fis in a class SD' which is slightly more restrictive than 

the class SD of subexponential densities. The class SD' consists of probability densities f > 0 
such that (1.4) holds. together with the following smoothness condition (which replaces (1.3»: 
there are constants M > 0, 0 < pSI. and a slowly varying function L, such that 
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(4.1) F(x) < M ,for large x , 
xPL(x)f(x) 

and 

(4.2) lim f(x+o(xPL(x») = 1 . 
z .... co f (x) 

Some archetypes of distribution functions with density in SD' are: 

(i) F(x) =exp(-xO) ,x > 0, 0 < ex. < 1 (takep = 1- ex. and L(x) = 1) 

(ii) F(x) =x-o. x> 1, ex. > 0 (take p = 1 and L(x) = 1) 

(iii) lognormal (take p = 1 and L(x) = l/logx). 

THEOREM 2 

Let F be a distribution function such that F' = f e SD'. Let {kn } be a sequence of integers 
kn 

(1 :s k,. < n) with k,. -+ IX> and k,. = 0 (n) as n -'; 00. Let F(x/l) = -. Then 
n 

where A In and A 211 are given by 

Each of the terms A In and A 211 will be considered in a separate lemma and the proof of Theorem 

2 follows from a combination of the two. 

LEMMA} 

Under the conditions of Theorem 2, 
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Proof. UII(x) as given by (2.2) is a U-statistic with kernel (depending on a parameter x) defined by 

and with mean 

(4.6) 9(x)=E[h(X1,···,Xm;x)]=F*m(x). 

-
Let UII(x) be the projection of the U-statistic UII(x) (see Serfiing (1980), p. 187) 

where 

With the method of Serfiing (1980. p. 182), one easily calculates that for each n ~ m 

E [(UII(x) - 9(x) -l\(x»2] 

= [:]-1 (F'M(x) + (m -1)(F*m(x))' _ m E[(F'(m-I)(x -X,))']} 

= [:r O(F(x)), x .... ~ . 

The last step follows from the fact that f E SD and Lemma 3.1.1 in Omey and Willekens (1987). 

As a consequence we have 

For the last two terms in expression (4.3) we prove 

(4.8) 

Since from Corollary 1, 

(4.9) 

and using the monotonicity of F*m. (4.8) will be proved if we show that for every constant c > 0, 

n -.m 1k; -.m - 1k; 
J~ {F (xlI±c • ./'( »-F (xlI)+cm -} -+0, n -+00 . 
~kll 111 XII n 
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Using the mean value theorem, this requires that 

Ym ~ 
I (xn +O( nl(x

n
») 

ICxn) 
~m,n~oo, 

which in its turn is guaranteed by the fact that IE SD'. Indeed, 

..r,;: 1 F(xn) x~L (xn) 
nl (x

n
) =..r,;: I (x

n
) < M ~ = 0 (x~L(xn» , n ~ 00. Hence, from (4.8) and the 

representation in Theorem 1, we obtain 

(4.10) 
- - m" {iZ 
F*m(x (n-k,.» - F*m(xn) = - L (/ (Xi> Xn) - knln] + Op(_n_) . 

n i=l n 

Combining (4.7) and (4.10) gives the representation 

n 

== L Zin + op(1) . 
i=l 

The result now follows by application of Liapunov's central limit theorem for triangular arrays 

and noting that 

Var(Zin) = ~2 {£ [(F*(m-l)(xn _ X 1 »2] + 3F(xn) - [F*m(xn) + F(xn)]2} 
n 

LEMMA 2 

Under the conditions of Theorem 2, 

n P 
_ r.- A2n ~ 0 ,n ~ 00 • 

-vk" 

Proof. Put 

where h(xlt •.. ,xm;x) = h(xlt ... ,xm;x) - 9(x), with h and 9 as before (see (4.5) and (4.6». In 

this notation we have to show 
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By (4.9) it is therefore enough to show that for every bounded interval C. 

(4.11) P(sup 1 Qn(s) 1 > e) -+ 0 , n -+ 00 , 

set" 

for every e > O. 

The way to show (4.11) follows more or less the same lines as the proof of Theorem 3.1 in 

Sukhatme (1958). 
-

We first investigate the differences of the kernel h : for 0 S s < t, 

- ..[k,; - ..[k,; 
(4.12) E Ih(X}.··· .Xm;xn + nf(xn) t)-heX l •••· ,Xm;xn + nf(xn) s)1 

..[k,; ..[k,; 
S E[l(xn + nf(xn} sS Xl + ... +XmS Xn + nf(xn) t)] 

F*m ( ..[k,;) F*m( ..[k,;) 
+ XII + nf(xn) t - Xn + nf(Xn) S 

..[k,; J' ¥m..[k,; ..[k,; 
=2 .~ f (Xn+ '''( ) u)duS2mC1--(t-S) 

nJ (Xn) s nJ Xn n 

where C 1 > 0 is some absolute constant. 

For S > 0 and integer r to be specified later, define 

Then, 

First consider Qn.o(r8). Then 

n2 [n] -2 - ..[k,;-
E(Q:. 0 (r8» = k

n 
m ~~E{[h(Xil,,,,,Xi,.;Xn+ nf(xn) rS)-h(Xil,···,Xi,.;Xn)] 

- ..[k,;-
• [h(Xjl.··· .Xj .. ;X" + nf(Xn) r8)-h(Xi!"" , Xj .. ; X,,)]} 

-Consider all terms with 1 SiS m equal components. Then by the boundedness of h and (4.12), 

the contribution of these terms will be smaller than 
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.v,z: 1-/ or -- ro - C2 n _ ~ ,n ~ 00 • 

n ~kn 

If 1= 0, obviously the expectation of the product is zero. Thus we have E(Q~,o(ro»$; C3 ..Ji:' 
which implies 

p 

(4.14) QII,o(ro) ~ 0 , n ~ 00 • 

We now deal with Qn,r(s). Denote 

Then by (4.12), 

(4.15) 

where 

p 

In the same way as for Qn, o(ro) one can show that E (D~) ~ 0 so that Dn ~ 0, n ~ 00. 

Now let C be any bounded set in IR and let E> 0 be arbitrary. Choose 0 = El8mc 1, then 

C ~ u [ro, (r + 1)0], with K a finite set of integers. By (4.13), 
reK 

sug I QII(S) I $; sup { sup I Qn,r(s) I + IQn,o(ro)l} 
se reI( r~(r+l)8 

such that 

P(sug I QII(S) I > E)$; (#K)[P( sup I Qn,r(S) I > El2) + P(I QII,o(ro) I > El2)] 
se r/lS;s<(r+l)8 

p 

Then, by (4.14) and (4.15), sugIQn(s) I ~ 0 and the lemma is proved. 
se 
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S. SPINOFFS AND EXTENSIONS 

5.1. The choice of k". For practical purposes it would be interesting to know whether the ratio 

F*m(x,,)IF(x,,) in Theorem 2 could be replaced by its limit m. It is clear from this viewpoint that 

Ie,. has to be chosen such that 

(5.1) 

remains bounded as n -+ 00. To describe the behaviour of (5.1), we need second order theory for 

subexponential distribution functions as established in Omey and Willekens (1986, 1987). From 

Omey and Willekens (1987), we know that for a large subclass of S. 

rm(X)IF(x) - m - 2~ [ ;1 f (x)IF(x), x -.~, where ~ = i xdF (x). In order to get a decent 

rate in Theorem 2, it follows from the discussion above that an appropriate choice for {k,,} is a 

sequence of integers such that 

(5.2) 
...r;;: f (x,,) 

-+c,n-+ oo , 

where c > 0 is some constant. Although this choice of k" causes an asymptotic bias, it also pro

vides the best possible rate for the convergence to zero of the approximate mean square error 
E[(T,. _m)2]. 

In general we do not have information on the failure rate f IF appearing in (5.2), but to give 

some idea on the order of kIt we specify this condition to the following examples (cf. examples of 

the class SD,): (i) F(x) = exp(-x(l), (x > 0,0 < a < 1) and (ii) F(x) =x-O;(x > 1, a> I), In case 

(i) we obtain kIt - Cl • (log n)" with ~ = 2(1- a)/a and in case (ii) we obtain kIt - C2 • n" with 

p = 2/(a + 2). 

5.2. It is well known that the class S can be embedded in the family {S(y), y;;:: O} with S(y) con

taining all distribution functions which satisfy (cf. Chover et al (1973a» 

(i) F(x-y) -+ e"fY (x -+ 00) ,for every y E IR 
F(x) 

and 

-*m 
(ii) F (x) -+ mr-1 

(-y) (x -+ 00) • for some m;;:: 2 . 
F(x) 

"" 
Herej(s)= J e-SXdF(x). 

o 



The class S is then identified as S (0). 

Densities with corresponding propenies to (i) and (ii) (with m = 2) are gathered in the class 

SD (y), As examples of distribution functions with densities in SD (y), we mention the generalized 
inverse Gaussian distributions, cf. Embrechts (1983), 

Using exactly the same techniques as in Sections 3 and 4, we can extend Theorem 2 to the classes 
SD (y), y > O. The general result then reads as follows: 

suppose XI • •..• XII are i.i.d. random variables from a distribution function F and denote F' = f 
Let kll (1 S k" < n) be a sequence of integers such that kll -+ 00 and kll = o(n) (n -+ 00) and put 

k 
F (x,,) = 2.... Let y~ 0 and suppose f e SD (y) if y > 0, f e SD' if y = O. Then 

n 

with 

a(m, y) = m2 {4 + 2if"-1 (y) - 1) - y J {I - (F*(m-I)(y»2) erY dy} 
o 

-*m 

S· '1 ~ . 51 be' ed . I' F (x,,) b /'I-I ( ) Thi '11 ' 1 Iml arlY as In • ,we may lnterest In rep acmg y mJ -Y . s Wl InVO ve 
F(x,,) 

second order theory for the class S (y). We refer to Willekens (1986). 
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